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Abstract. Active thermal tracer testing is a technique to get

information about the flow and transport properties of an

aquifer. In this paper we propose an innovative methodol-

ogy using active thermal tracers in a tomographic setup to

reconstruct cross-well hydraulic conductivity profiles. This

is facilitated by assuming that the propagation of the in-

jected thermal tracer is mainly controlled by advection. To

reduce the effects of density and viscosity changes and ther-

mal diffusion, early-time diagnostics are used and specific

travel times of the tracer breakthrough curves are extracted.

These travel times are inverted with an eikonal solver using

the staggered grid method to reduce constraints from the pre-

defined grid geometry and to improve the resolution. Finally,

non-reliable pixels are removed from the derived hydraulic

conductivity tomograms. The method is applied to success-

fully reconstruct cross-well profiles as well as a 3-D block of

a high-resolution fluvio-aeolian aquifer analog data set. Sen-

sitivity analysis reveals a negligible role of the injection tem-

perature, but more attention has to be drawn to other techni-

cal parameters such as the injection rate. This is investigated

in more detail through model-based testing using diverse hy-

draulic and thermal conditions in order to delineate the feasi-

ble range of applications for the new tomographic approach.

1 Introduction

Tracers are commonly used to get insight into the hydraulic

properties of the subsurface on the aquifer scale and to

identify dominant transport routes. Among the many trac-

ers used for aquifer characterization, heat is frequently in-

jected as a thermal tracer in boreholes or wells (Anderson,

2005; Hermans et al., 2015; Rau et al., 2014; Saar, 2011).

From measured breakthrough curves (BTCs), aquifer hetero-

geneity and preferential flow paths are inferred (Bakker et al.,

2015; Colombani et al., 2015; Klepikova et al., 2014; Leaf et

al., 2012; Macfarlane et al., 2002; Vandenbohede et al., 2008;

Wagner et al., 2014; Wildemeersch et al., 2014).

Main attributes of ideal tracers are their good detectability,

their lack of influence on the flow regime, conservativeness

and nontoxicity to the environment. Heat is an ideal choice

because it is easily detectable by means of traditional tem-

perature sensors, distributed temperature sensors (DTSs) or

geophysical techniques (Hermans et al., 2014), and it can be

monitored continuously in situ. Typically, background vari-

ations are insignificant, and natural heating–cooling cycles

have smaller frequencies than the investigated thermal sig-

nals. It is also ideal because moderate changes in temperature

do not harm the environment, and thus commonly no regu-

lative constraints are imposed. However, due to possible vis-

cosity and buoyancy effects, and their relationship with hy-

draulic conductivity (K), variation in temperature may mod-

ify the flow regime. Ma and Zheng (2010) concluded from

numerical simulations that no substantial density effects oc-

cur when heating groundwater up by 15 ◦C. This same criti-

cal value is given by Russo and Taddia (2010), based on the

recommendations by Schincariol and Schwartz (1990) that

buoyancy effects only appear at density differences higher

than 0.8 kg m−3. However, this calculation is only valid if the

groundwater temperature is close to 0 ◦C. By setting a start-

ing temperature of 10 ◦C (which is more realistic for a shal-

low aquifer in a temperate climate), this critical density dif-

ference is already reached at a heating threshold of 8 ◦C. This

value coincides with that by Ma et al. (2012), who refined

their previous findings using field experiments and numeri-

cal sensitivity analysis. Essentially, despite several appealing

properties, such a tight range for the temperature limits the

viability of heat as a tracer. Viscosity and buoyancy effects
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may render a reliable interpretation of thermal tracer tests im-

possible. Alternatively, techniques have been developed that

can handle broader ranges and are not prone to hydraulic ef-

fects of temperature variation. This is the focus of our study.

Our starting point is the fact that for detecting preferential

flow paths full analysis of thermal transport behavior may not

be necessary. If we focus on characteristic parameters such as

travel times or moments of the BTCs, the signal-to-noise ra-

tio may be acceptable for much broader temperature ranges.

Travel times of traditional solute tracers are related to the hy-

draulic properties of aquifers, assuming that the main trans-

port process is advection. This is the case given a sufficient

ambient hydraulic or forced gradient during the experiment

(Doro et al., 2015; Saar, 2011). One important difference of

heat tracer transport over traditional tracers is that diffusion

takes place not only in the pore fluid but in the rock matrix as

well. So while the tracer front of a solute tracer tends to be

sharp, the thermal tracer front appears smoothed. This may

make interpretation of BTCs more difficult.

Because thermal diffusion takes place, heat transport is af-

fected not only by the hydraulic properties but by the ther-

mal properties of the aquifer material as well. However, con-

trasts in thermal parameters are relatively small compared to

contrasts in K , which typically spans orders of magnitude

(Stauffer et al., 2013). Porosity can also be influential in heat

transport, due to the high heat capacity contrast of water and

rock components. Yet natural variability in porosity is com-

monly much smaller than that inK . Therefore variability ob-

served in the transport of a thermal tracer is caused mainly

by heterogeneity of K .

In previous studies on thermal tracer testing, diverse set-

ups have been chosen that differ with respect to heating

method; injection volumes, rates and temperatures; test du-

ration; and well configurations (Wagner et al., 2014). Mostly

hot water is infiltrated in an injection well, and BTCs are

recorded in one or more downstream observation well (Ma et

al., 2012; Macfarlane et al., 2002; Palmer et al., 1992; Read

et al., 2013; Wagner et al., 2014; Wildemeersch et al., 2014).

Insight into aquifer heterogeneity is not well constrained by

analysis of thermal signals introduced and measured over

long screens. To obtain a better definition of the heterogene-

ity, observations in several wells or at different depth levels

need to be compared. Ideally a tomographic setup is cho-

sen, where multiple point injection (sources) and observa-

tion points (receivers) are used. By combined inversion of all

signals, the spatial variations in K are reconstructed. So far,

however, this concept is more established in geophysics and

for aquifer characterization in hydraulic tomography, which

utilizes pressure signals from depth-dependent pumping tests

or multi-level slug tests (Cardiff et al., 2009, 2012; Illman et

al., 2010; Yeh and Zhu, 2007).

Klepikova et al. (2014) presented a passive thermal tracer

tomography application for characterizing preferential flow

paths in fractured media. Their method focused on model-

ing the fracture network with a sequential method which

involves first identifying the location of fault zones on the

temperature–depth profiles under ambient flow and pumping

conditions. Next, an inversion of the temperature profiles is

conducted to obtain borehole flow profiles, and the last step is

to estimate the hydraulic properties from these flow profiles.

This method provides cross-well connectivities. The work by

Doro et al. (2015) is dedicated to the experimental design

of cross-well forced gradient thermal tracer tomography. In

their approach, a special multi-level injection system is nec-

essary to induce the tracer into a horizontal layer. They also

recommend limiting the temperature range to avoid buoy-

ancy effects. Their proposed methodology to interpret the re-

sults is to use an inversion scheme developed by Schwede et

al. (2014) for this specific experimental setup. This inversion

method utilizes the temporal moment of measured BTCs and

hydraulic head data together in a joint geostatistical inversion

procedure (Illman et al., 2010; Yeh and Zhu, 2007; Zhu et al.,

2009). This procedure is computationally demanding, and it

assumes a multi-Gaussian distribution of hydraulic proper-

ties, which represents a strong restriction in comparison to

the true conditions in the field.

In our work, we suggest a travel-time-based inversion pro-

cedure, which does not require a priori structural or geo-

statistical assumptions and is computationally efficient. It is

motivated by Vasco and Datta-Gupta (1999), who presented

a numerical approach to reconstruct the hydraulic parame-

ters of an aquifer using solute tracer injections in a tomo-

graphic setup. As a core element, the transport equation is

transformed into an eikonal problem using an asymptotic ap-

proach for the tracer transport solution. Their approximation

uses the similarity of tracer front propagation to seismic and

electromagnetic waves, but with the restriction that the tracer

front is abrupt. This approximation can be used for hydraulic

signals as well (Vasco et al., 2000), and the travel time of

the hydraulic signal can be related to the hydraulic diffusiv-

ity of the system. Brauchler et al. (2003) further developed

a travel-time-based inversion for Dirac and Heaviside hy-

draulic sources, using the early-time diagnostics of the sig-

nals. To improve spatial resolution, they applied staggered

grids (Vesnaver and Böhm, 2000) during inversion. This in-

version methodology was applied to several hydraulic lab-

oratory and field experiments (Brauchler et al., 2007, 2011,

2013b; Hu et al., 2011; Jiménez et al., 2013). Brauchler et

al. (2013a) also utilized travel times in a tracer experiment

on rock samples on the laboratory scale. Their work revealed

that for those samples transport was dominated by the rock

matrix, but hydraulic parameters were not estimated.

In this study, we present a new formulation for inversion of

spatially distributed hydraulic conductivity using early tracer

travel times. It follows the same principles as presented by

Brauchler et al. (2003) for hydraulic tomography. Our objec-

tive is to obtain a versatile and efficient technique for thermal

tracer tomography, which, by focusing on early times, mini-

mizes the role of buoyancy and viscosity effects. In the fol-

lowing section, the new inversion procedure is introduced. It
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is then applied to a three-dimensional (3-D) high-resolution

aquifer analog of the Guarani aquifer in Brazil. We inspect

the capability of the new approach to reconstruct 2-D and 3-

D sections with heterogeneous K distribution and provide a

sensitivity analysis of variable injection rates and tempera-

ture ranges. Finally, the findings of exhaustive testing with

variable field conditions and technical design parameters are

compiled to determine the application window of this new

thermal tomography variant.

2 Tomographic inversion procedure

2.1 Travel time inversion

Under high-Péclet-number conditions, when it can be as-

sumed that the thermal transport is dominated by advection,

the propagation of an injected thermal plume can be used to

gain information about the hydraulic properties of the investi-

gated aquifer. Our goal is to calculate the hydraulic conduc-

tivity, K , of the aquifer by inverting the advective thermal

tracer breakthrough times. Vasco and Datta-Gupta (1999)

showed that the transport equation of a solute tracer can be

formulated as an eikonal equation, which is utilized to calcu-

late K . According to this work, a line integral can be written

for tracer breakthrough times:

tst (xr)=

xr∫
xs

ds

vst(s)
=

xr∫
xs

φ(s)

K(s)i(s)
ds. (1)

Here, tst(xr) is the breakthrough time of the solute tracer at

the receiver (xr), xs is the source location, vst is the mean

tracer velocity, φ is the aquifer porosity and i is the local

hydraulic gradient. The line integral relates the tracer break-

through time to the mean tracer velocity and, thus, to the hy-

draulic conductivity along the transport trajectory. This equa-

tion can be used for a thermal tracer (tt) by including the

thermal retardation factor, R:

ttt (xr)=

xr∫
xs

ds

vtt(s)
=

xr∫
xs

φ(s)

RK(s)i(s)
ds. (2)

Thermal retardation depends on the porosity of the aquifer,

φ; the heat capacity of aquifer matrix, Cm; and the heat ca-

pacity of water Cw:

R =
Cm

φCw

. (3)

Changes in these parameters are commonly small compared

to changes inK; thus the thermal retardation can be approxi-

mated as a constant. For the same reason, φ and the hydraulic

gradient, i, are also considered fixed. Values of φ and C can

be approximated from prior data, while the hydraulic gra-

dient between observation and injection is measured during

the experiment. With these assumptions and the use of stan-

dard tomography algorithms, the K distribution can be re-

constructed on a pre-defined grid.

In this study, a step function injection temperature signal

is used for the active thermal tracer test. In this case the

traveling time of the thermal tracer is associated with the

propagating thermal front. The tomographic concept requires

multiple independent thermal tracer injections at different

depths. Temperature BTCs are recorded at multiple observa-

tion points, for example at different levels in a downgradient

observation well. As common practice for such setups, the

number of sources and receivers is one of the important fac-

tors that defines the significance and resolution of the results.

2.2 Early-time diagnostics

Compared to a conservative solute tracer, heat does not be-

have ideally. Diffusion is significant in aquifer matrix and

pore fluid, while the viscosity and density of the groundwater

are variable. Due to the highly diffusive behavior, the emerg-

ing thermal front cannot be considered as a sharp transition

boundary. In order to obtain accurate results with the inver-

sion, the complications from thermal diffusion need to be

mitigated. Both diffusion and mechanical dispersion effects

increase with travel time. Mitigation thus can be done by us-

ing an earlier characteristic time of the thermal front instead

of the (peak of the first derivative) breakthrough time, thus

using the fastest component of the heat transport–advection.

The earlier characteristic time can then be corrected to the

real breakthrough time using a conversion factor, as shown

for hydraulic tomography by Brauchler et al. (2003) with a

correction for the specific storage coefficient.

The propagation of a thermal front far from the source

is described as a one-dimensional (1-D) advection–diffusion

problem considering thermal retardation:

R
∂T

∂t
=D

∂2T

∂x2
− u

∂T

∂x
, (4)

where R is the thermal retardation factor, T is tempera-

ture, D is thermal diffusivity and u is groundwater velocity.

The analytical solution to this problem is (Ogata and Banks,

1961)

T (x, t)=T0

(
1

2
erfc

(
Rx− ut

2
√
DRt

)
+

1

2
exp

(ux
D

)
erfc

(
Rx+ ut

2
√
DRt

))
, (5)

where T0 is the initial temperature and erfc is the comple-

mentary error function. In this study, we use a step function

injection signal as the thermal tracer, and its breakthrough

time is associated with the peak of the first derivative of the

temperature (Vasco et al., 2000) and can be calculated analyt-

ically. During the breakthrough detection, instead of the tem-

perature, the first derivative, T ′, of the temperature is used as
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the observed signal, and its breakthrough time (tpeak) is de-

fined as

T ′′
(
x, tpeak

)
= 0. (6)

By substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (6), the peak time can be

expressed as

tpeak =
R
√

9D2+ u2x2− 3DR

u2
. (7)

Early-time characteristic values can be described proportion-

ally to the peak value:

T ′(x, t)= αT ′
(
xtpeak

)
, (8)

which can be related to the relative peak time (τα) as

α =
T ′(x, t)

T ′
(
x, tpeak

) = T ′ (x,ταtpeak

)
T ′
(
x, tpeak

) . (9)

By relating these two expressions, the time of the propor-

tional value can be used to calculate the timing of any value

of the signal. Substituting the peak time solution into this ex-

pression yields:

α

= exp

− (τα − 1)
(
u2x2
− 18D2τα − ταu

2x2
+ 6Dτα

√
9D2+ u2x2

)
12D2τα − 4Dτα

√
9D2+ u2x2


· 1/τ

3
2
α (10)

where

τα =
t

tpeak

=
1

fα
. (11)

fα is the transformation factor that can be used to correct

early-time diagnostics back to real breakthrough time.

Although Eq. (10) has three additional parameters – ve-

locity (u), distance (x) and dispersion coefficient (D) – the

function is not sensitive to these values because they are all at

higher orders or multiplied with higher orders of velocity. So,

by neglecting the terms with higher orders of velocity, they

are canceled out. After neglecting the second-order terms of

velocity, the expression can be simplified to

α =
exp

(
6(τα−1)

4τα

)
τ

3
2
α

. (12)

This equation can be solved analytically for τα , although in-

finite numbers of transcendent solutions exist. To have an an-

alytical solution for τα values between 0 and 1 (times before

the peak time), the first branch of the Lambert omega func-

tion is applied. The final expression for the transformation

factor reads

fα =
1

τα
=−LambertW

(
−1,−

α
2
3

e

)
. (13)

RRecorded T’

ETD extrapolated T’

1.

2.
3.

Figure 1. Three steps of applying early-time diagnostics (ETD) on

a thermal breakthrough curve (BTC). (1) Identify the peak T ′ value

on the recorded BTC. (2) Find the early-time value to the corre-

sponding fraction of the signal. (3) Extrapolate the early time to the

ideal peak time using the transformation factor, fα .

Note that the presented solution is only valid if α and fα are

positive. The Lambert omega function is the inverse func-

tion of f (W)=W eW (Weisstein, 2002). Equation (13) cor-

responds to the transformation factor used in hydraulic to-

mography presented by Brauchler et al. (2003) and Hu et

al. (2011). In order to apply the conversion, the temporal

scale of the record must be adjusted to the time of the thermal

front arrival. In practice, this time is when the first increase

on the temperature derivative record can be observed.

The application of early-time diagnostics is illustrated in

Fig. 1. We are mainly interested in advective transport. How-

ever, thermal diffusion may also be significant, smoothen-

ing and expanding recorded temperature BTCs, and thus also

affecting its derivative. The identification of the peak time

through the derivative T ′ is challenging due to the flatness of

the curve at the maximum value of the peak. However, using

the early-time diagnostics (step 1), only the value of the peak

must be known for Eq. (8). In step 2, the desired fraction of

the peak value (α) and the associated time (τα tpeak) must be

found on the measured T ′ curve. Finally, in step 3, the time

is corrected to a calculated peak time using the transforma-

tion factor according to Eq. (13). In this step, the temperature

curve is extrapolated from the fraction time, and by this the

effect of diffusion is taken into account. Note that the time

zero of the correction is when the thermal front reaches the

receiver. This time can practically be chosen when the ear-

liest identifiable temperature change appears at a receiver.

Step 3 allows the travel time to be related to the transport

process and to return a real and scaled K value instead of

just information about the heterogeneity contrasts.

2.3 Staggered grids and null-space energy

To invert the tracer travel times, the SIRT algorithm (simul-

taneous iterative reconstruction technique) is used to solve
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tBT

T

T’

Early time
diagnostics

Travel time
inversion

Staggered grids
and null-space energy

(a)

(b) (d)

(c) (e)

(f)

Figure 2. Major steps of inversion methodology: (a) conceptual setup of thermal tracer tomography, (b) breakthrough time detection using

the early arrival times, (c) tomographic breakthrough time data set, (d) inverted tomograms applying the eikonal solver on different shifted

grids, (e) high-resolution tomogram after merging the staggered results together and (f) non-reliable pixels masked after null-space energy

calculation.

the eikonal problem, implemented in GeoTOM3D (Jackson

and Tweeton, 1996). The algorithm calculates the transport

trajectories between the sources and receivers and solves the

line integral of Eq. (2) along the trajectories – in a curve-

based 1-D coordinate system. To solve the line integral, the

solution domain is discretized to a grid. Initially a homoge-

neous velocity field is defined, and then the velocity values

of the cells are updated iteratively to minimize the difference

between the inverted and recorded travel times. The algo-

rithm results in mean tracer velocities, and they are trans-

formed into K using the relation of Eq. (2), where constant

porosity and head gradient are used. In order to provide the

uniqueness of the solution, an even-determined problem is

needed and thus the number of grid cells should be kept close

to the number of measurements (source–receiver combina-

tions). The spatial distribution of the trajectories is never uni-

form over the domain, the result quality can differ in space

and the result can be non-unique (Aster et al., 2011; Menke,

1984).

For discretization, instead of constructing a static regular

grid, the staggered grid method (Vesnaver and Böhm, 2000)

was used. Solving the problem on a regular grid would highly

constrain the freedom of the solution to the geometry of the

used grid and the source–receiver locations. By applying the

staggered grid method, this constrain can be overcome, with

the benefit that the nominal spatial resolution is increased.

Otherwise, for a good spatial resolution using one fine grid,

a large number of sources and receivers would be required

or regularization terms would have to be applied. Staggered

grids were successfully employed for hydraulic tomography

by Brauchler et al. (2003) and for solute tracer tomogra-

phy by Brauchler et al. (2013a). In this staggered variant,

the problem is solved on different vertically and horizontally

shifted versions of a low-resolution regular grid. The inverted

results are different for the shifted grids, which are exploited

by arithmetically averaging these results to arrive at a final

tomogram. The inversion will be stable because of the coarse

grids, while the resolution of the averaged tomogram will be

as small as the displacements. Although this means that the

travel time inversion step will be performed multiple times

for one tomogram, it is still computationally affordable due

to the marginal computation demand of a single coarse grid

resolution.

To characterize the reliability of the results, the null-space

energy map is computed. This method has been applied for

hydraulic tomography in several studies (Brauchler et al.,

2013a, b; Jiménez et al., 2013) and uses the distribution of

the inverted transport paths over the inversion grid. The null-

space energy map is calculated from the singular value de-

composition (SVD) of the tomographic matrix, which con-

tains the length of each inverted transport path in each grid

cell. Values of the null-space energy map are between 0

and 1; thus higher values mean higher uncertainties. Based

on the null-space energy map, non-reliable pixels can be

deleted from the tomogram. The resulting full inversion pro-

cedure, starting with the tracer data and ending with the reli-

able part of the final K tomogram, is depicted in Fig. 2.

3 Application case

3.1 Aquifer analog model

The presented methodology is developed and tested on the

Descalvado aquifer analog (Höyng et al., 2014) that is im-

plemented in a finite-element heat transport model (Fig. 3).

This analog represents a 3-D high-resolution data set ob-

tained from mapping an outcrop of unconsolidated fluvio-

aeolian sediments in Brazil. These sediments host parts of the

Guarani aquifer system, one of the world’s largest ground-

water reservoirs. The analog is based on five vertical out-
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Table 1. Hydraulic conductivity, K; porosity, φ; thermal conductivity, λ; and bulk heat capacity, C; for the nine facies that build up the

Descalvado analog. The four zones are introduced for discussion of results and listed here with the major facies components.

Zones Facies number K φa λ C

(original code) [m s−1
]
a

[Wm−1 s−1
]
b
[MJ m−3 K−1

]
b

Top low- H1 (St, f) 6.23× 10−6 0.24 3.19 2.49

conductivity H2 (St, m2) 2.49× 10−5 0.29 2.85 2.60

H3 (St, m1) 5.97× 10−5 0.29 2.85 2.60

Central H4 (Sh/Sp, m1) 1.38× 10−3 0.33 2.61 2.69

conductive

Lower-central H5 (SGt, c) 2.96× 10−4 0.32 2.66 2.67

H6 (SGt, m) 9.44× 10−5 0.32 2.66 2.67

H7 (Sh/Sp, m2) 7.77× 10−5 0.29 2.61 2.69

Bottom H8 (Sp, f) 1.63× 10−4 0.25 3.12 2.51

(clay) 7.84× 10−8 0.29 1.90 3.00

a Höyng et al. (2014), b Bayer et al. (2015).
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Figure 3. Vertical cross section through the center of the 3-D Descalvado analog data set showing the distribution of hydraulic conductiv-

ity (K). H1–8 represent the hydrofacies units (ignoring clay intraclasts). The location of the three 2-D and one 3-D profile is marked with

different colors.

crop sections that are recorded during ongoing excavation

and interpolated by multi-point geostatistics following the

procedure by Comunian et al. (2011). The spatial extent of

the analog is 28 m× 7 m× 5.8 m (x, y, z). Hydraulic con-

ductivity, K , and porosity, φ, data were documented on sub-

decimeter scale, in three parallel and two perpendicular pro-

files during excavation. Höyng et al. (2014) distinguish nine

different hydrofacies (H1–9), which form the primary build-

ing blocks and which determine the structural heterogeneity

of the characterized volume. In order to ease the interpreta-

tion of results, the focus is on major architectural elements,

which are the four zones that form the characteristic layers

of the formation (Table 1). These can be easily distinguished

visually by the dominant color in the selected color scale in

Fig. 3: with the blue being top low-conductivity zone, the

red central conductive zone, the orange lower-central zone

and the yellow bottom zone. In order to use this analog for

thermal transport simulations, the original data set (Höyng

et al., 2014) is extended with estimated thermal properties

(heat capacity, C; thermal conductivity, λ) assigned to the

different hydrofacies units (“thermofacies”). These proper-

ties were calculated based on porosity and available litholog-

ical information (Bayer et al., 2015).

The Descalvado aquifer is built up mainly by highly

conductive sand and gravel with a layered structure.

The average hydraulic conductivity value is approximately

K = 10−4 m s−1, and the largest difference between two ad-

jacent hydrofacies is three orders of magnitude. Locally,

low-K clay intraclasts exist that induce even-higher vari-

ations. But, due to sizes of only a few centimeters and a
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Table 2. Parameterization of experimental setups, with base values and minimum–maximum ranges.

Parameter Base Minimum Maximum

case

Injection rate, Q [L s−1
] 1 10−3 10

Injection temperature difference, 1T [◦C] 20 5 80

Regional hydraulic gradient, i 0.01 10−3 0.1

K range multiplier 1 0.01 100

marginal volumetric share, they are negligible for flow and

thermal transport simulation. Thermal heterogeneity among

the different facies units is controlled by differences in poros-

ity, because the mineral composition does not substantially

vary. When clay intraclasts are ignored, thermal conductivity

spans from λ= 2.6 to 3.2 W m−1 s−1, and the volumetric heat

capacity ranges between C= 2.4 and 2.6 MJ m−3 K−1. The

global thermal isotropic micro-dispersivity in the forward

model is set to about the average grain size, β = 0.1 mm. In

the inversion, the mean values were used (β is not used in the

inversion because dispersion was neglected).

Flow and transport are simulated as coupled processes, us-

ing the software FEFLOW (Diersch, 2014) and the SAMG

algebraic multigrid solver (Thum and Stüben, 2012). The

analog is embedded into a larger domain with extrap-

olated homogeneous layers, to minimize lateral bound-

ary effects. The model mesh is generated with the Tri-

angle algorithm (Shewchuk, 1996) and progressively re-

fined towards the analog. Close to wells, the elements

are refined to millimeter scale. The total extent of the

model is 118 m× 117 m× 15.7 m, consisting in a total of

1 664 626 triangle prism elements. In the center of the model,

the resolution of the finite-element mesh is similar to or finer

than the resolution of the original aquifer analog data set.

The aquifer is assumed to be confined. In order to simu-

late initial steady-state conditions with regional groundwater

flow in the direction of the long axis, x, constant head bound-

ary conditions are imposed at the perpendicular sides of the

model, and no-flow conditions at the other model faces. The

constant head values are specified to impose an average hy-

draulic gradient according to Table 2, but for the inversion

the measured cross-well head difference was used. The ini-

tial temperature of the model is set to 10 ◦C. This value is

also used as a boundary condition at the sides of the model,

which yields isothermal initial conditions.

3.2 Experimental setup

We present reconstructions of K fields of 2-D and 3-D ana-

log sections. These sections are called tomograms. Two-

dimensional profiles represent vertical cross sections be-

tween an injection (source) and an observation (receiver)

well, while data of three observation wells are utilized for

3-D reconstruction. We specify a base case, which serves as

our principal study case, and additionally inspect the perfor-

mance of the methodology by varying the experimental de-

sign and profile. Note that, independent of the dimensions

of the reconstructed sections, the full 3-D analog model was

always used to simulate the thermal tracer propagation and

resulting travel times, considering buoyancy and viscosity ef-

fects.

Focus is set first on 2-D reconstruction. Three profiles in

the central plane of the aquifer are selected (Fig. 3). This

central plane constitutes a mapped outcrop section with rela-

tively high facies variability. It contains heterogeneous struc-

tures of different sizes and contrasts, and it is chosen for be-

ing sufficiently far away from the analog boundaries. The lo-

cation of profile 1 is depicted in Fig. 3. Figure 4a shows the

relative locations of an upstream injection well and down-

stream observation well used for all three 2-D profiles. The

distance between the wells is 5 m for an investigated area of

5 m× 6 m.

To examine further the role of aquifer heterogeneity, two

additional profiles from the central plane of the analog are

investigated. In both cases, the source–receiver geometries

are kept the same (Fig. 4a). Profile 2 shows a similar lay-

ered structure to profile 1, but with fewer small-scale het-

erogeneities. The central conductive zone is thicker, provid-

ing better connection between the two wells. In profile 3, the

central conductive zone is discontinuous, creating a different

hydrogeological situation, with weaker connection between

the two wells.

In the simulated setup, 6 sources and 6 receivers are em-

ployed (Fig. 4a), resulting in a set of 36 source–receiver com-

binations. The sources are defined as point injections with

constant injection rates during the entire simulation time. The

used injection temperature signal delineates a Heaviside step

function, where the instantaneous change in temperature is

arbitrarily set at 0.1 days after the start of simulation, which

marks the beginning of the experiment. In order to record

BTCs in all observation points even at very small injection

rates and temperatures, extremely long simulation times are

used (50 days). However, most of the breakthroughs occur

during the first five days of the simulation.

The crucial technical design parameters for the experi-

ments are the injection rate,Q, and the injection temperature

(or temperature difference, 1T , in comparison to ambient

aquifer conditions). The base values of these two parame-

ters are selected after preliminary field testing (Schweingru-
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Figure 4. (a) Simulated experimental configuration and numerical model boundary conditions. The tomographic setup consists of six sources

in the injection well and six receivers in the observation well. (b) Setup of the 3-D experiment with one injection and three observation wells.

Additional wells used for validation are marked in gray.

ber et al., 2015) as Q= 1 L s−1 and 1T = 20 ◦C. These pa-

rameter values and hydraulic model settings are varied in the

ranges listed in Table 2 in the sensitivity analysis presented

in Sect. 4.3.

In practice, the source of the injected water can be the in-

vestigated aquifer, but note that in this case heating has to

be well controlled to keep the injection temperature con-

stant. During a field experiment, the recorded data are al-

ways distorted by noise. With the commonly used temper-

ature sensors, this noise is considered very small (Wagner

et al., 2014), but still the sensitivity of the temperature sen-

sors is limited. To take this into account when simulating

the receiver points, those where the temperature changes are

smaller than 0.1 ◦C are ignored for the inversion. In addition,

source–receiver combinations with geometric angles larger

than 40◦ were not used, following the suggestion of Hu et

al. (2011) for hydraulic tomography in layered aquifers. Thus

34 from 36 source–receiver combinations were used in the

inversion.

For the 3-D reconstruction, an exemplary case is defined

with one injection and three observation wells forming a tri-

angular prism (Fig. 4b) located close to profile 1. The base

face is an isosceles triangle, and the observation wells are

located along the baseline. The axis of this triangle is at the

line where the 2-D profiles are located. The distance between

the injection well and the central observation well is 6.5 m,

and the length of the triangle base is 3 m. The configuration

of the individual wells is the same, resulting in 18 observa-

tion points and 108 source–receiver combinations in total.

The experiment was simulated using the base values from

Table 2, employing the same Heaviside injection signals as

in the 2-D cases.

4 Results and discussion

The following results are structured into four major parts.

The first part is the inspection of the inverted tomograms

for the three 2-D and one 3-D analog profiles. The second

part is the validation of the method using the result of the

3-D reconstruction. The third part is a sensitivity analysis

of the inversion procedure with respect to experimental set-

tings such as injection rate and temperature. The fourth part

reveals the application window of travel-time-based thermal

tomography through rigorous testing with different sections,

changing hydraulic conductivity contrasts and varying exper-

imental parameters.

4.1 Reconstruction of hydraulic conductivity profiles

The left column of Fig. 5 depicts the analog profiles, and

these are contrasted with the inverted ones on the right. For

better comparability, the original analogs are upscaled (using

the arithmetic mean of the values within a cell) to the same

grid as used for the results with 0.125 m× 0.125 m cell size.

Figure 5a represents the K distribution of the aquifer analog

in profile 1. It is characterized by an overall layered struc-

ture, and it shows highest variability with small-scale facies

patches in the central part between z= 2 m and z= 4.5 m.

Of major interest is the red central conductive zone (hydro-

facies H4) at around z= 4 m with non-uniform thickness. In

the field, it can cause flow focusing and promote preferen-

tial flow. This zone is even more pronounced in profile 2

(Fig. 5c) but not continuous in profile 3, where only later-

ally high-conductivity wedges can be found. In all profiles,

the underlying lower-central zone is dominated by the orange

facies H5. With the embedded small-scale layered and cross-

bedded elements, this zone will give insight into the compe-

tence of the inversion procedure to resolve local, decimeter-

scale structures.

BTCs from 34 source–receiver combinations were used

in one tomographic experiment. During staggering, the to-

mographic inversion is performed on 16 different spatially

shifted coarse grids. The uniform cell size of these low-

resolution grids is 0.5 m× 0.5 m. In total, 30 iterations are

done per inversion, and the inverted velocities are restricted

within a range of physically possible tracer velocities. Note

that the inversion algorithm allows constraints in velocity
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Figure 5. Hydraulic conductivity profiles (see Fig. 3): (a) profile 1 –

aquifer analog; (b) profile 1 – reconstructed tomogram; (c) profile 2

– aquifer analog; (d) profile 2 – reconstructed tomogram; (e) pro-

file 3 – aquifer analog; and (f) profile 3 – reconstructed tomogram.

to be provided and that, if they are not set appropriately,

it can produce outlier pixels close to the sources and re-

ceivers, where the flow is focused. Velocity limits (i.e., ex-

pected high and low values for K and i) can be calculated

using prior information, and the method is not sensitive to

small changes in their values. The 16 coarse tomograms are

merged together into a fine staggered grid, with a resolution

of 0.125 m× 0.125 m. The total computational time for re-

constructing one profile was around 10 min on an office PC

(Intel® Core™ i7-4770 CPU 3.40 GHz).

After calculation of null-space energy maps, a threshold of

85 % is found suitable to constrain theK tomograms. In other

words, only pixels with null-space energy of less than 85 %

(or vice versa, with a reliability of at least 15 %) are shown

in the final reconstructed profile. As illustrated in Fig. 5b, d

and f, this yields fringed edges in theK tomograms and some

grayed gaps in the interior. Since the null space denotes lo-

cal coverage of transport trajectories, there are some regions

which are unsatisfactorily accessed. As expected, these are

mainly close to the boundaries of the inspected profile and

not in the reach of the source–receiver couples. By changing

the arbitrary null-space energy threshold, masking of areas

of low reliability may be accentuated or mitigated. The most

suitable value of the threshold, however, is based on expert

knowledge and is set depending on the requirements of the

specific case. Experience shows that modifying this value (by

5–10 %) has a minor influence on the visualized structures of

major interest, because the null-space energy of the highly

conductive zones tends be very small.

The reconstructed profiles in the right column of Fig. 5

shed a first light on the capabilities of thermal tomography.

First, we observe that for all profiles the upper zone (in blue)

cannot be reconstructed by the inversion. Typically a con-

siderable fraction of it is masked in gray due to the limited

contribution to heat transport, which is not surprising due to

the low hydraulic conductivity of this zone. In contrast, the

tomographic approach identifies the location of the highly

conductive upper-central zone (in red) rather well. This zone

delineates the fastest travel route between the wells for the

heat tracer. Between the upper (blue) and central (red) zones

is the strongest contrast in the profiles. This strong contrast

shadows the top of the tomograms, because the transport is

short-circuited through the high-K zone, with the result that

it appears upshifted on the tomogram. When the contrast is

smaller, such as in profile 3, this shadow effect is weaker, and

it is possible to gain better insight into the low-conductivity

zone (Fig. 5e–f).

A striking feature is that the tomographic approach re-

solves the continuity of the highly conductive upper-central

zone in profiles 1 and 2, and it detects the discontinuity in

profile 3. Furthermore, the inverted value of hydraulic con-

ductivity of this zone (K = 8× 10−4 m s−1) is comparable to

the original model (K = 1.38× 10−3 m s−1). For the lower-

central zone, we obtain a similarly good match with an in-

verted value of 1.6× 10−4 m s−1 in comparison to the orig-

inal value of 2.96× 10−4 m s−1 for the dominant hydrofa-

cies H5 (Table 1). This is remarkable, keeping in mind that

related travel-time-based techniques of hydraulic tomogra-

phy have proven to be suited for structural reconstruction, but

to a lesser extent for hydraulic parameter estimation (similar

match values are found in Brauchler et al., 2007; Cardiff et

al., 2013; Jiménez et al., 2013). In many of those studies,

parameter values were obtained by ex post calibration with

the full forward model (Hu et al., 2011, 2015; Jiménez et al.,

2013).

The promising findings as depicted in Fig. 5 support the

applicability of travel-time-based tracer inversion for thermal

tomography, even though thermal diffusion tends to blur ad-
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Figure 6. 3-D distribution of hydraulic conductivity (K): (a) investigated subdomain of the upscaled aquifer analog and (b) reconstructed

tomogram with additional contour lines and unsliced high-K zone.

vective travel times, which hinders a reliable inversion. How-

ever, by taking early arrival times of the recorded BTCs, this

effect is minimized. Likewise, when preferential pathways

exist, these will be detected by the first thermal breakthrough,

which is least influenced by diffusion. As a result, travel-

time-based thermal tomography appears especially suited for

locating and characterizing high-conductivity zones.

With the 36 source–receiver combinations, exact profile

reconstruction is not possible, since the tomograms appear to

be smoothed. Fine-scale differences in the form of the high-

conductivity zone are not reproduced in the tomograms. This

is the same for the small facies mosaics that originally occur

in the mainly orange lower-central zone. This zone seems

mixed with the lower yellow zone, and the hydraulic con-

ductivities of both zones are slightly underestimated. Despite

the minor hydraulic contrast between both layers, however,

the tomograms indicate locally a facies transition (especially

in Fig. 5f). This is not identified in the tomogram of pro-

file 1 (Fig. 5b). Here most small-scale structures exist in the

lower-central part above. These cannot be resolved, but they

detract from the transport routes of the thermal tracer and

thus induce noise in the reconstructions of the lower-central

and bottom layer.

Figure 6 shows the reconstruction of the selected 3-D

section. The result is presented the same way as the 2-

D profiles, using an upscaled version of the original ana-

log for comparison. Three-dimensional staggering is em-

ployed, resulting in 64 coarse grids in total. This requires

64 individual inversions and thus a computational time that

is drastically longer than in the 2-D cases. With 20 itera-

tions per inversion, the total computational time on the same

PC (Intel® Core™ i7-4770 CPU 3.40 GHz) was around 1 h

for 3-D inversion. The spatial resolution of the coarse grid

is 0.5 m× 0.5 m× 0.5 m and of the staggered grid thus is

0.125 m× 0.125 m× 0.125 m.

To assess the reliability of the inverted result, the null-

space energy map is calculated. For the 3-D application a

limit of 95 % of reliability is used to accept reconstructed

voxels. Lower values would substantially reduce the recon-

structed volume, since non-reliable voxels are not presented.

Generally, the reliability and thus overall result quality of the

3-D analysis is worse than for the 2-D cases. This is due to

the fact that the inverted transport paths cover less of the do-

main of interest.

Figure 6a depicts the upscaled analog model, sliced in half

at the central plane where the injection well is located. The

same method of presentation is used for the reconstruction in

Fig. 6b. To highlight the differences to the 2-D results, the in-

verted high-K zone is presented for the whole domain with-

out slicing it in half. The central slice of the 3-D reconstruc-

tion is similar to profile 1, because the injection well is lo-

cated at the same location (Fig. 5a) and the observation wells

are located only 1.5 m further away. However, when blank-

ing unreliable voxels in the 3-D visualization, it is difficult to

compare the 2-D and 3-D reconstruction in Figs. 5b and 6b.

At first sight, the reconstructed features of the 3-D and the

2-D inversion are similar. A pixel-to pixel comparison using

the central plane of the 3-D reconstruction shows that the dif-

ference to the reconstructed values of profile 1 is less than

30 %. This demonstrates that, especially for systems with

mainly horizontal structures such as the sedimentary aquifer

here, results in 2-D are only slightly improved in a 3-D in-

version. Comparing the full profile, the invertedK values are

lower than in the 2-D cases but still of the same magnitudes

as the original values of the aquifer analog (central conduc-

tive zone: 3× 10−3 m s−1 inverted to 1.4× 10−3 m s−1 origi-

nal; middle zone: 1× 10−4 m s−1 inverted to 3× 10−4 m s−1

original).

In Fig. 6b, the central conductive zone of the aquifer is

localized mainly at the lateral boundaries close to the wells.
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Figure 7. (a) Histogram plot of absolute differences of breakthrough times between the inverted and the original model (192 samples

normalized to the mean of the breakthrough times). Yellow color marks the known outliers, such as observation points in the top low-K zone

and the far end of the domain. (b) Scatterplot of observed and simulated breakthrough times.

Centrally, K values are underestimated and smooth channels

appear between injection and observation wells, delineating

the suspected main transport paths of the tracer. Similar to

the 2-D reconstructions, the central part of these channels

is vertically upshifted. The top low-K zone is not recon-

structed, but fragments of it appear in the results, marking

the location of the contrast boundary on the bottom of this

zone. The contrast between the two lower zones can be iden-

tified laterally but not centrally – same as in the 2-D profile.

Although neither the 2-D nor the 3-D inversion was capa-

ble of reconstructing the top low-K zone, the distribution of

the reconstructed transport trajectories can be used to iden-

tify these locations. Even though revealing more information

about these zones is beyond the scope of this work, it would

be an interesting aspect to examine in the future.

4.2 Validation

For validation, the reconstructed 3-D K field is implemented

in a numerical model with the same settings as used for the

forward simulations with the original analog data. Here, ho-

mogeneous thermal properties are assumed. In total nine ob-

servation wells with six observation points in each are used

to validate the inverted result (Fig. 4b). A full tomographic

experiment is simulated with six independent warm-water

injections using the same configuration as the original sim-

ulated experiment. The recorded BTCs are compared with

simulations with the aquifer analog data set. The differences

in the breakthrough times are used for the validation.

Considering the good reconstruction of the high-K zone,

which is most relevant for the thermal transport, we can ex-

pect that at most of the observation points the difference

would be small. This is exactly what Fig. 7 shows, where the

distribution of the differences is presented as a histogram.

Most of the values are close to zero, showing a good valida-

tion of the result. There are two groups of outliers marked in

yellow. The negative outliers are associated with the obser-

vations in the top low-K zone where the inversion was not

sufficient. Here the predicted heat transport is faster than in

the aquifer analog. The second outlier group is related to the

underestimatedK of the lower-central zone (Fig. 3). The dif-

ference in the breakthrough times becomes most significant

at observation points that are furthest from the injection well.

4.3 Role of injection rate and temperature

The experimental setup may be crucial for the quality of the

inversion results. For example, it is well known from related

tomographic inversion studies that the feasible resolution de-

pends on arrangement and the numbers of sources and re-

ceivers (Cardiff et al., 2013; Paradis et al., 2015). Here we

focus on two technical design parameters, which are particu-

larly crucial for thermal tomography when using heated wa-

ter: the injection temperature and the injection rate. In the fol-

lowing sensitivity analysis, we question whether these need

to be carefully tuned or not. Profile 1 is chosen for investiga-

tion, depicted again in Fig. 8a and 9a. Note that for forward

simulation of travel times the full 3-D analog model is always

used.

We first inspect the role of the temperature of the injected

water. In all of our models, the ambient groundwater temper-

ature is considered uniform and 10 ◦C. Viscosity and density

effects increase with the temperature difference,1T , in com-

parison to the ambient groundwater. These effects may dis-

tort the results of inversion, and thus a maximal difference of

1T = 8–15 ◦C has been suggested for thermal tracer testing

(Doro et al., 2015; Ma and Zheng, 2010; Russo and Taddia,

2010). This severely constrains the applicability of heat as an

active tracer, because it complicates interpretation of BTCs

influenced by buoyancy forces. For our tomography, we ex-

amine a 1T from 5 to 80 ◦C to cover the full range of tech-

nical possibilities. The injection rate is kept at Q= 1 L s−1.

Figure 8 depicts the inverted K tomograms for 1T = 5,

10, 20, 40 and 80 ◦C. The results show that the inversion
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Figure 8. Hydraulic conductivity K reconstructions with different injection temperatures (1T ). (a) Original K profile, (b) 1T = 5 ◦C,

(c) 1T = 10 ◦C, (d) 1T = 20 ◦C, (e) 1T = 40 ◦C, (f) 1T = 80 ◦C.
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Figure 9. Hydraulic conductivity K reconstructions with different injection rates (Q). (a) Original K profile 1, (b) Q= 0.001 L s−1,

(c) Q= 0.01 L s−1, (d) Q= 0.1 L s−1, (e) Q= 1 L s−1, (f) Q= 10 L s−1.
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method is not very sensitive to 1T . The tomograms slightly

vary, but they all maintain the major features, and especially

the central high-conductivity zone is identified similarly in

all variations. Even with an extreme value of1T = 80 ◦C, no

distortion appears. This is surprising because buoyancy ef-

fects are significant under such conditions. This is attributed

to the use of early-time diagnostics, which are mainly con-

trolled by advective transport even if substantial thermal and

density gradients prevail in the aquifer. The small differences

in the K values can be explained by the changes in viscosity

due to the heating. Being able to inject water with high tem-

perature is considered advantageous, because this means that

a strong signal is introduced, a high signal-to-noise ratio can

be achieved and a greater aquifer volume can be accessed. In

practice, of course, maintaining a constant injection temper-

ature at high temperatures can be a technical challenge and

requires more sizeable heating devices.

The sensitivity of the injection rate, Q, is investigated

in a range of four orders of magnitude, Q= 10−3, 10−2,

10−1, 1 and 10 L s−1 (Fig. 9). The injection temperature is

fixed at 1T = 20 ◦C. At small injection rates, the heat intro-

duced to the aquifer is small; hence there is no detectable

breakthrough at most of the observation points. As shown

in Fig. 9b, little insight is obtained withQ= 10−3 L s−1, and

the quality of the results is poor. Increasing the injection tem-

perature can improve the quality of the result in this case.

By raising the injection rate, the reconstructed continu-

ity of the central conductive zone improves (Fig. 9c–e). For

our particular case, this is attributed to the setup. Since the

top two observation points are located in the upper low-

conductivity zone, this influences the reconstruction of the

central high-conductivity zone.

In contrast, at the highest simulated injection rate of

Q= 10 L s−1, the derived tomogram is unsatisfactory close

to the injection well (Fig. 9f). This is caused by the highly

distorted flow field. Our inversion procedure is based on

the assumption that the hydraulic gradient between the two

wells is constant. This is not valid anymore, and the rela-

tion between inverted mean tracer velocity and hydraulic

conductivity is not linear. This effect appears only at very

high injection rates, in this case at Q= 10 L s−1, which ex-

ceeds technical possibilities (with an injection temperature

of 1T = 20 ◦C this would mean 840 kW of thermal power

for the experiment). The intensity of the effect of Q settings

varies between the different zones. For instance, the lower

part of the tomograms in Fig. 9 is not affected.

4.4 Application window

The insight gained from variable injection rates and tem-

peratures revealed that the presented tomographic inversion

method is robust within a broad range but has limitations.

But what exactly are the limits? We tested a broad range

of different scenarios to delineate a general application win-

dow, where the inversion method can be used to reconstruct

the distribution of K in an aquifer. The parameters listed in

Table 2 – injection temperature, injection rate and ambient

hydraulic gradient – were systematically varied within the

given ranges. These ranges were rigorously set, and to reach

possible theoretical limits, some scenarios even exceeded the

technically feasible range. Additionally, in the three profiles

(Fig. 3), the contrasts in the values of K were artificially

modified. This was done by expanding or squeezing the orig-

inal value range for a profile by a factor (range multiplier)

between 0.1 and 100. As a result, the original structures of

the analog were kept, while the variance was changed.

Each inverted K distribution was compared with the

(scaled) analog profile, qualitatively and quantitatively. A

first visual test showed whether major structures were recon-

structed and the geometries are similar, especially focusing

on the conductive zones (Fig. 3). Only acceptable tomograms

were kept for the subsequent quantitative analysis.

The quantification is based on an estimated connectivity

time between the sources and the receivers. The connectivity

time is calculated by converting the K tomogram into a ve-

locity field, using the Darcy equation. With this velocity field,

the shortest travel route and time are calculated for all pos-

sible source–receiver combinations using the A* pathfinding

algorithm (Hart et al., 1968). The root mean square (rms) dif-

ference between the connectivity times in the original model

and the inverted result is used to quantify result quality rela-

tively to each other and, by this, define an optimal application

window for the method.

To condense the results into a normalized parameter space

and plot them in a 2-D coordinate system, two dimensionless

parameters are selected: the thermal Péclet number (Pet) to

characterize the hydraulic conditions of the subsurface and

the effective injection power to describe the used technical

parameters of the experiments. Pet is calculated separately

for the four identified zones of the aquifer:

Pet =
Cwqd

λ
, (14)

where Cw is the heat capacity of the water; q is the Darcy ve-

locity; λ is the thermal conductivity; and d is the length scale,

which is here set to unity thickness of the aquifer (d = 1 m).

The used technical parameter effective injection power, P ′,

is defined as

P ′ =Q′1T =
Q

qd
1T, (15)

where the effective injection rate, Q′, represents a normal-

ized rate related to prevailing groundwater flow velocity and

calculated for the given length scale, d . Note that Pet and P ′

are not completely independent; using a higher injection rate

can increase the Pet of a zone. Thus, the defined coordinate

system is not orthogonal.

After evaluating approximately 100 different experimental

scenarios, resulting in over 350 data points, the application

window of the method is identified. In Fig. 10 continuous
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Figure 10. The proposed application window of the thermal tracer

tomography – related to the injection parameters of the thermal

tracer test (effective injection power P ′) – and the dominant trans-

port process of the aquifer zone (thermal Péclet number Pet). If Pet

is below a critical value, the heat transport is diffusion-dominated,

and no hydraulic information can be inverted from the tracer travel

times. At low injection power, the temperature change at the obser-

vation points is below 0.1 ◦C and no detection is possible. At very

high P ′ the high injection rate distorts the flow field and the results.

The application window can help to find the ideal injection param-

eters based on the prior knowledge about the investigated aquifer.

lines mark strict boundaries between feasible and infeasible

regions (where beyond the line no reconstruction is possible),

and dashed lines denote an approximate boundary where the

result quality of tomograms starts to decrease in the lateral

direction (relative decrease in result quality).

If Pet is below a critical value, the inversion method is not

able to provide any hydraulic information for the investigated

zone because the assumption that the heat transport is ad-

vective is not valid anymore. In this region, the heat trans-

port is governed by thermal diffusion, and no information

onK can be extracted from the heat tracer data. These low-K

zones do not build on the resulted tomogram but exist only as

high null-space areas. A good example of this is the top low-

conductivity zone in Fig. 8b–f, which is not reconstructed

properly in any of the presented tomograms. Zones character-

ized by such low Pet are typically short-circuited via adjacent

conductive zones. The critical Pet number rises nonlinearly

with the increase of P ′. By raising Pet with higher injection

rate, advection can be promoted in these zones. This pro-

vides some information for the tomogram, but the flow field

is not short-circuited via an adjacent zone (Fig. 9f), yielding

a shadow zone (top low-K zone).

At low P ′, the amplitude of the tracer breakthrough tends

to be too small to be measured in enough observation points

to successfully perform theK reconstruction. This strict limit

for the application window is due to the assumed 0.1 ◦C limit

for temperature measurement accuracy. It can be overcome

by increasing the injection rate or temperature.

The result quality gradually declines towards high Pet and

high P ′. This is caused by the distortion of the flow field from

high injection rates (see Fig. 9f). Reconstructions, therefore,

may still be acceptable beyond the given dashed boundary.

Note that in practice this region is infeasible and hence barely

relevant. This is because it corresponds to an injection power

of 500 kW–1 MW, and thus this region is also technically in-

feasible or at least not favorable.

5 Conclusions

Early arrival times of tracer BTCs are specifically suited

for identifying highly conductive zones in heterogeneous

aquifers. In our study we formulated a procedure for com-

bined inversion of multiple early arrival times measured

during cross-well tracer testing. A tomographic setup with

multi-level tracer injection and observation was implemented

in a model with a 3-D high-resolution aquifer analog, and we

examined the capability of the inversion procedure to recon-

struct the heterogeneous distribution of hydraulic conductiv-

ity. Heat was selected as a tracer, which offers several ad-

vantages in comparison to many solute tracers, but its appli-

cability is traditionally considered limited due to the higher

diffusion and coupled thermal–hydraulic processes.

It is demonstrated that the tomographic interpretation of

heat tracer signals is well suited for characterization of

aquifer heterogeneity. By picking early arrival times, the

impact of thermal diffusion, buoyancy and viscosity varia-

tion is minimized and, in this way, inversion becomes quasi-

insensitive to the temperature range. The presented applica-

tion window of tested parameters of thermal tracer tomogra-

phy is wide, and it covers three orders of magnitude for ther-

mal Péclet numbers and five orders of magnitude for injec-

tion power. A key principle is that the transport in the aquifer

is dominated by advection, and injection of hot water causes

minor distortion. This can be controlled, for instance, by es-

tablishing a forced gradient between injection and observa-

tion point by operating an adjacent pumping well.

The travel-time-based inversion is a fast and computation-

ally efficient procedure, which delivers a tomogram in a few

minutes with six sources and receivers. It is revealed that not

only structures of mainly highly conductive zones could be

reconstructed, but also the values of hydraulic conductivity

were closely matched. This is appealing, keeping in mind

that the presented eikonal inversion is based on a rough ap-

proximation of groundwater flow and transport by a wave

equation. Yet when close to strong contrast boundaries, the

procedure is not able to reconstruct low-conductivity zones

due to short-circuit–shadow effects. To reconstruct these hid-

den features, a further calibration step or additional informa-

tion would be required.
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Appendix A: Transforming the transport equation into

the eikonal equation

In the following, we present the mathematical procedure to

transform the transport equation of a thermal tracer into the

eikonal equation based on Vasco and Datta-Gupta (1999).

First the solution of the transport equation is written as a se-

ries of wave functions. After neglecting the low-frequency

components, the transport equation is turned into the eikonal

equation. Lastly, the travel time equation is presented as a

solution to the eikonal problem.

The transport equation of heat reads as follows (Stauffer

et al., 2013):

∂T (x, t)

∂t
=∇[D(x)∇T (x, t)] −

Cw

Cm

∇(qT (x, t)), (A1)

where T (x, t) is the evolution of temperature distribution,

D(x) is the thermal diffusivity tensor,Cw andCm are the heat

capacity of the water and the aquifer matrix, q= a(x)u is

the Darcy velocity with magnitude a(x) in direction u and

φ(x) is the porosity distribution. Assuming that D(x) is a

scalar value, Eq. (A1) simplifies to

Rt

∂T (x, t)

∂t
=D∇2T (x, t)− a(x)u · ∇T (x, t), (A2)

where Rt is the thermal retardation coefficient. The solution

to this equation can be formulated as a series of wave equa-

tions (Fatemi et al., 1995). Using the complex wave functions

as an asymptotic expansion, the solution becomes

T (x, t)= eiωσ(x,t)
∞∑
n=0

τn(x, t)(iω)
−n, (A3)

where ω is the frequency and σ is the phase of the wave.

Fast changes are represented in the initial terms of the series

and thus can be used to describe tracer fronts. Keeping the

first-order terms and neglecting dispersion, after substitution

Eq. (A2) simplifies to

Rtτ0(x, t)σt(x, t)=−τ0(x, t)[a(x)u∇σ(x, t)]. (A4)

This assumption is weakened if the dispersion is stronger.

The equation for the thermal front, where τ0(x, t)= 1, reads

Rtσt(x, t)=−[a(x)u∇σ(x, t)]. (A5)

Taking absolute values,

|Rtσt(x, t)| = |a(x)cos(θ)||∇σ(x, t)|, (A6)

where θ is the angle between the flow direction and∇ σ(x, t).

By introducing s(x)= |a(x) cos(θ)|−1, the velocity vector

perpendicular to the tracer front, Eq. (A6), gives

Rts(x) |σt(x, t)| = |∇σ(x, t)|. (A7)

Separating the temporal and spatial phase function, the phase

can be expressed as σ(x, t)=ψ(x)− t (Kline and Kay,

1965). After substitution and squaring, Eq. (A7) transforms

into

|∇ψ(x)|2 = s2(x)R2
t , (A8)

where, if we relate s(x) to the Darcy velocity,

s(x)=
φ(x)

Rtq
=

φ(x)

(RtK(x)|i(x)|)
(A9)

when the temperature gradient is perpendicular to the tracer

front (cos(θ)= 1). Equation (8) is known as the eikonal

equation (Nolet, 1987). Solution methodologies for eikonal

problems are available from seismic or electromagnetic wave

propagation applications. ψ(x)= t describes the thermal

front, and because its gradient is parallel to the local trans-

port direction, we can relate it to the transport trajectories:

dxi

dr
= λ

∂ψ(x)

∂xi
, (A10)

where r is the distance along the trajectory and λ is a scaling

factor. The value of λ can be chosen arbitrarily, and if we

choose λ= s(x)−1, Eq. (A10) returns the eikonal equation.

With this substitution, Eq. (A10) reads

∇ψ(x)= s(x)
dx

dr
. (A11)

Because dψ(x) is equal to dt , after integration the total travel

time of the thermal front along the trajectory can be written

as

ttotal =

∫
dt =

∫
s(x)dr =

∫
φ(x)

(RtK(x, t)|i(x)|)
dr. (A12)

This is the travel time equation for a thermal tracer.
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